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KPMG LLP’s (KPMG) Shared
Services and Outsourcing
Advisory practice recently
surveyed service providers and
buyers to get a pulse on the
current state of REFM
outsourcing.
What we learned can help
differentiate your organization
from others.
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KPMG’s shared services and outsourcing advisory
practice
We are about transformation
KPMG has the ability to help member firms’ clients transform enterprise services to help improve value, increase agility, and create
sustainable business performance.

Who we are

The Shared Services and Outsourcing advisory practice brings a specialized global team of more than 1,100
professionals within KPMG’s global network of independent member firms operating in 155 countries. Our
professionals help clients design, build, and manage information technology (IT) and business processes across
the enterprise.

What we do

We help clients align their business strategy, organization, and execution to enable them to manage the entire IT
and business process life cycle, improving business performance, and laying the groundwork for genuine
business transformation.

How we do it

We apply focused research, automating tools, proprietary data, clear business acumen, and a forward-thinking
mind-set to provide timely, objective, actionable advice and practical approaches for clients. KPMG’s Building,
Construction and Real Estate (BC&RE) practice serves our clients’ needs across a broad spectrum of issues
and geographies.
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KPMG REFM pulse surveys
The Global REFM pulse outsourcing survey
An annual review of Real Estate and Facilities Management outsourcing market trends and individual observations from the REFM “front
lines.”
Input sources:

Topics evaluated:

Primary functional focus:

— End users actively pursuing or
undertaking REFM outsourcing,
“buyers”

— Current REFM outsourcing market
trends and conditions

— Facilities management

— REFM third-party advisers and
outsourcing service providers,
“SPA”

— More than 180 survey responses

— Deal drivers, challenges, and
service delivery models
— Global REFM sourcing trends

— REFM outsourcing deal attributes

— Facilities services
— Workplace services
— Portfolio strategy/planning
— Transactions/brokerage
— Lease administration

— All major industries and
geographies covered globally

— Space management
— Project management
— REFM IT systems

Focus on performance, trends, and futures
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Discussion topics
Overview

— Respondent demographics
— 2019 survey highlights and comparisons

Market trends

— REFM market trends
— Market characteristics
— Buyer/SPA planned REFM outsourcing levels
— Future REFM outsourcing demand levels
— REFM demand by industry and process
— Why some processes have not been outsourced

Market
conditions

— Service delivery model preferences
— Outsourcing deal pricing models and tenure
— Challenges to successful consummation of REFM outsourcing efforts
— Major drivers for REFM outsourcing
— Means to better prepare for REFM outsourcing

Market
and deal
characteristics

— Current pipeline growth and new deal pricing pressure

— Provider focus
— Contract profitability
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REFM outsourcing respondents by geography and
industry*
Respondents by geography

Respondents by industry

34%
53%
Pharma/Biotech

Global

26%
Manufacturing

42%
Healthcare

26%
Hi-Tech Products and
Services

37%
Banking, Fin
Services, Insurance

11%
Entertain/Media,
Hosp/Tra

32%
CPG, Food and
Beverage

11%
Real Estate

32%
Other 11%,
Aerospace /
Defense 5%, Bus
Svcs / Consulting
5%,
Energy/Utilities, Oil
& Gas 5%, Govt
(Fed, State, Local),
Educations/NonProfit 5%

75%

19%
EMEA

4%
APAC

Americas
Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey (Survey conducted August~September 2017)
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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As we heard from people in the
field, several macro trends came
to the surface along with insight
into the current REFM trends.
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When we compared responses from last year’s
survey, here is what we found…
— The top three industries from the prior years continue to drive demand.

There are a few areas of
similarity among
respondents:

— REFM IT systems and reporting continue to be the area of most increasing
demand within the REFM processes.
— The Americas, EMEA and global respondents continue to remain high.

The standout areas include:

13%

10%

Increase in SPAs stating that the reason
their clients have not outsourced are the
risks are too high.

Decrease of buyers’ stating the reason
their organization has not outsourced is
that the activities are too strategic in
nature.

21%

19%

11%

12%

Increase of buyers stating that their organization
plans to increase their space usage and increasing
their total size of their real estate portfolio over the
coming year.

Increase in SPA’s stating the typical length of
contracts is 3 ~5 years.

Lower expectations with the SPA’s on the ability to
increase scope within existing contracts over the
next few quarters.

Increase in buyers gaining access to external skills,
talent and resources.

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
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Market overview

The top macro trends
The outsourcing and shared services remains an area of continue change. Global firms continue to push global sourcing
of services’ initiatives, however, the largest impediment is with different management layers having differing priorities.
This confusion is also compounded with the global and regional specific economic conditions. Uncertainty continues to
impact n organizations’ decisions on how, where, and why they source services.

2

Growth levels for demand for traditional outsourcing and shared services as a means to improve service delivery
capabilities continues to decline, but the overall outsourcing market growth is solid, fueled by an ongoing evolution to
next-generation outsourcing powered by advanced data & analytics (D&A) and IA with a focus on delivering more
strategic benefits via a value pricing model.

Global business services (GBS), combining onshore, nearshore, and offshore shared services and outsourcing, have
become the predominant means through which organizations support global operations. Although there is still
fragmentation across functions, geographies, and business units, large and leading organizations have pioneered
transformations efforts, showing improvement with governance and overall benefits to the business

4

1

3

Businesses of all sizes are pushing toward intelligent automation. A large gap continues between expectations,
technology offerings/capabilities and an organizations readiness. The use of bots and robotics process automation is
now mainstream in scale in many large organizations and continue to grow with leading firms. Legacy organizations
that currently lag, will benefit from the path cleared by leading firms.

Leading firms are placing significant focus and investment on innovative technologies such as data and analytics, cloud
computing, and process automation. Investments in intelligent automation, especially robotics process automation
(RPA), are largely driven by a focus on cost cutting and process efficiency gains more so than more strategic process
improvement gains.

5

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey, 2Q 2018 KPMG Global Insights Pulse
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Market overview

Current REFM outsourcing market trends
The REFM outsourcing remains healthy as firms continue bundling REFM services under an increasingly smaller
number of global, fully integrated, service providers. Motivations to operate under a coordinated model are to further
reduce costs, drive consistency, improve governance and performance reporting. Areas that are showing the greatest
increase include large firms in EMEA that are entering into first generation integrated contracts. In the United States,
medium sized business are now beginning to enter in integrated contracts.

2

For businesses, reducing costs is still a main driver and on of the main reasons why an organization will outsource
REFM services. This is followed by a desire to take advantage of service providers’ improving capabilities in service
delivery and technology. Leading organizations are expanding scope with second and third generation contracts, with
a shift in their focus to more strategic services, like portfolio planning and workplace experience services.

REFM IT systems, reporting, and business intelligence continue to show the greatest increase in demand with the
REFM process. Leading companies are leveraging this data intelligence from their IT systems to coordinate globally
and using their data to support the organizations’ overall business goals. The impact of this improved reporting is
beginning greater value through cost savings, workplace efficiencies and greater end user satisfaction. Leading
service provider’s ability to provide and leverage predictive analytics continue to improve.

4

1

3

Typical end-user organization expectations are that REFM outsourcing will reduce operating expenses and introduce
leading practices to streamline operations while driving continuous improvement. As a firm’s REFM organization
matures, there is great focus on establishing partnerships with service providers that are built on a robust governance
structure to ensure both teams work as a cohesive team.

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
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A continued observation is that
there remains a discrepancy
between REFM buyers and
service providers when asked
about near future outsourcing
plans, with buyers continuing to
be much more optimistic than
service providers.
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REFM market characteristics
While the outsourcing of build, repair, maintain and clean services is the core of outsourcing deals, buyers are
continuing to cede control of higher-level service management functions to third-party providers in the form of more
turnkey outsourcing efforts as they enter into second and third generation agreements. Service providers are managing
the “whole building” and providing more risk-sensitive services like Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS).

2

There are a variety of topics high on organizations’ REFM agendas, including reducing cost, improving process
performance, improving the workplace to attract talent, and improving sustainability. Reduction of costs remains the
greater driver for outsourcing initiatives.

Buyers continue to place focus on technology in REFM outsourcing deals. Buyers value lower cost and ease of
administration and reporting functions that many providers bring with their technology. SPAs value efficiency
brought by using systems they are familiar with and/or developing in-house. Both groups value having a single
source of data.

4

1

3

Buyers are pushing sourcing and coordinating new major REFM outsourcing efforts globally. However, many buyers
continue to manage and coordinate both new and existing outsourcing efforts around geography, business unit, or
functional area due to internal organization and/or service provider capabilities.

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
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Future REFM outsourcing plans 2019
Next 1–2 quarters

Next 3–4 quarters

Buyers

1%

12+ months out

2%

2%

32%

28%

49%
67%

49%
71%

5%

11%
SPA

21%
42%
42%

47%

Increased usage of outsourcing

53%

No change in usage of outsourcing

11%

68%

Decreased usage of outsourcing

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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In a business landscape where
organizations seek to
differentiate themselves, there
were several processes and
industries that led in demand
for REFM outsourcing.
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What are the top industries driving REFM demand?
53% Pharma/biotech
42% Healthcare

53%

37% Banking, financial services, insurance
+ 32% CPG, Food and Beverage, Retail, Wholesale
+ 26% High tech products and services

42%

+ 26% Manufacturing
+ 11% Real estate
+ 5% Business services/consulting, construction/engineering

37%

+ 5% Government (fed, state, local) education and nonprofit
+ 5% Energy/utilities, Oil and Gas
Others**

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections
** Others includes: transportation and logistics 14%, chemicals, minerals/natural resources 13%,
entertainment/media, hospitality/travel 13%, telco 13%, automotive 5%, aerospace/defense 2%
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When we look at areas of increasing demand by
REFM process, three processes lead
95% Facilities management*

+68%

68% Space management
63% Facilities Services*
63% REFM IT systems and reporting

95%

+53% Project management <$20M+/project)
+47% Workplace services*
+42% Portfolio Strategy/Planning & Lease Administration

+37% Major project management (>$20M+/project)

+63%
Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
* Facilities management (management of facilities services, workplace services and property management)
* Facilities services (technical services including: HVAC, electrical, mechanical, building repair, etc.)
* Workplace services (Soft services including: janitorial, cafeteria, amenities, etc.)
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When it comes to REFM IT systems and reporting,
SPA indicate their clients are looking for…
68% Cost data
68% Performance reporting and service levels
47% Business intelligence/data and analytics

68%

+ 26% Building, asset and real estate information

68%

+ 21% Project management
+ 16% Business process and work flow management
+ 16% Lease administration

47%

+ 5% Space planning

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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So why have some REFM processes not been
outsourced?
Strategy, cost, and change

Activities are
too strategic
in nature

Loyalty to staff

No compelling
business case
to change

Risks are
too high

Satisfied with current
service delivery model

53%
47%
42%

40%
37%

37%

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

27%

SPA

Buyers

28%

SPA

Buyers

SPA

28%

Buyers

47%

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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Service delivery model preferences are changing
Data shows us that buyers prefer to move toward a portfolio-based approach to manage their outsourcing efforts.

Bundle individually
contracted services,
but retain high-level
management functions
of services.

Bundle and outsource
increasing number of
individually contracted
services.

Bundle individually
contracted services
and outsource key
management functions
of services.

3.91

3.84

3.57

3.88

3.72

Continue to manage
multiple services with
individual contracts.

3.79

Insource services
currently provided by
service providers.

3.78

3.04
2.70

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

2.28

1.00 = Significant decrease in preference/demand; 5.00 = Significant increase in preference/demand
Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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Outsourcing deal tenure
We see a parallel with the majority of deal lengths between the buyers and providers, as both are looking to contract under a
longer-term model that provides better continuity and the ability to maximize savings and operational efficiencies.
3–5 years

1–2 years

5+ years

89%

SPA

5%

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

23%

SPA

Buyers

67%

10%

5%

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
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Outsourcing deal pricing models
Pricing models

Performancebased contract

3.95

Management
fee at risk

3.66

3.89

Management
fee incentives
(bonuses)

3.98

Shared
savings

3.82

3.58

Cost-plus
contract

3.87

Fixed-price
contract

Guaranteed
savings

4.02

3.96

3.53

3.26

3.16

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Buyers

SPA

Not Provided

2.58

1.00 = Significant decrease in preference/demand; 5.00 = Significant increase in preference/demand
Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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Differences between buyers
and SPAs were not just limited
to future plans. When we asked
both sides about drivers and
challenges, we saw differences,
sometimes notable, in buyers’
and providers’ perceptions of
challenges.
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As always, there are drivers and challenges to
REFM outsourcing efforts
Drivers

Challenges

— Cost savings from outsourcing continues to be
the main driver is the overwhelming driver from
the SPA’s perspective while cost savings in
combination of with improving financial flexibility
are key drivers with the buyers.

— Notably, service providers are citing that the
retained organization/transition/governance
is the greatest challenge are competing with
prioritizing opportunities and different change
programs.

— Buyers are placing a greater emphasis on
access external talented and skilled resources.

— Service providers continue to overwhelmingly
cite that inadequate executive management
support and inadequate change management as
their other top challenges.

— Both buyers and service providers cite strategic
benefits like improving global delivery
capabilities, improving process performance,
and achieving economies of scale.
— Buyers operating model by centralizing
management of REFM services, consolidating
the number of service providers, and accessing
process knowledge from those who can bring “off
the shelf” playbooks to manage the work.

— Buyers continue to cite the quality and fit of
service providers as a challenge. This perception
is about even with the results from the previous
year.

— For this year, the challenge that showed the
greatest increase cited by Buyers was
accounting for/managing the complexity of
change efforts.

© 2019 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International
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REFM drivers
While reducing operating expenses remains the top driver for SPAs, although still important,
Buyers are also looking to improve process performance and flexibility. Interestingly, buyers are
placing great emphasis on processes and resources.
Buyers

SPA

39%

Improve process performance

21%

34%

Reduce operating costs

74%

31%

Gain access to external skills/talent/resources

32%

36%

Improve financial flexibility/Create more variable cost model

42%

27%

Improve global delivery and operating model

37%

26%

Gain economics of scale

32%

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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REFM challenges
Buyers and service providers do not always share the same perspective when it comes to REFM
outsourcing challenges. Typical issues that arise during the transition period and throughout the
life of the contract reflect a misalignment of understating.
Notable discrepancies

Buyers

SPA

24%

Retained organization/transition/governance challenges

58%

20%

Inadequate change management capabilities

53%

33%

Quality/Fit of supporting service providers

11%

22%

Inadequate executive management support

42%

28%

Compliance and regulatory challenges/restrictions

16%

22%

External business event (e.g., new management, M&A)

26%

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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How to better prepare for REFM outsourcing
Buyers and service providers do not always share the same perspective when it comes what is
needed to prepare for an outsourcing agreement. Understanding and preparing for the following
areas may mitigate risks & issues that may arise.
Buyers

SPA

31%

Better baseline costs

33%

Clarification of roles/responsibilities – in scope and out of scope

68%

58%
42%

Better alignment of strategies/plans

24%

Working together as one team

36%

Better written RFPs

26%
32%

21%
37%

Improved service-level agreements
26%

27%

KPI and reporting

5%

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
*Numbers might not add up to 100 percent due to rounding and multiple selections.
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So where are we today
when we look at pipeline
growth, pricing pressure,
and focus?
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Advisers/service providers’ perspective on market
deal characteristics
Pipeline growth
Pipeline growth expectations are considerably up relative to
the past few quarters by 13 percent from the same time last
year. This number remains substantial, as this increase is in
the number of providers seeing new REFM services pipeline.

Pricing pressure
Pricing pressure from buyers on these deals is still high with
close to half (52 percent) of the SPA participants feeling that
pricing is more competitive. There is slight decline is now
almost on parity (42 percent) with pricing perceptions, which
is about the same as the past few quarters.

Provider focus
A majority of providers (63 percent) still focus on growing
business and expanding scope with existing accounts.
Although this is down from last year, this still reflects
continued consolidation occurring in the REFM market.
However, 73 percent of the SPAs state that contract
profitability with existing accounts is about the same.

Overall, the market remains generally good for service
providers, with opportunity to solidify and expand scope within
existing accounts. Moreover, the optimism about an increased
demand over the past few quarters new in REFM services
signals that the market remains healthy.

Source: KPMG 2019 REFM Pulse Survey
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KPMG can help.
Take advantage of our
knowledge and resources
and join the conversation.
For more information,
contact Patrice Gilles at
214-498-1553 or
pgilles@kpmg.com.

Access the REFM
Outsourcing Pulse Survey
Podcast here.
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Want to know more? Access KPMG’s sourcing
advisory research
KPMG Commercial Real Estate Survey and Real Estate Industry

KPMG Shared Services and Outsourcing Advisory Pulse Surveys

KPMG Shared Services and Outsourcing Institute

KPMG Institutes Home

Global Business Services (GBS)

Podcast: Advice Worth Keeping

Blog: Reality Check

Process Automation: KPMG Cognitive Automation

Global Thought Leadership: KPMG Anticipate
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Podcast
participant
résumés
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Stan Lepeak
Director and Head, Research and Thought Leadership
Role
Leads market research and thought leadership efforts for KPMG Global Management Consulting;
focused on trends, issues, and futures in enterprise services transformation, intelligent automation and
digital labor, the threats and opportunities from market and technology disruptions, and best practices in
responding to and capitalizing on these market trends
Areas of focus

— Tactical and strategic organizational opportunities, challenges, and ramifications driven by:
- Technology disrupters and enablers, such as intelligent automation and digital labor, cloud, data
and analytics, mobile, Internet of Things, social media, and the consumerization of IT
KPMG LLP
Stamford, CT

- Business disrupters, such as globalization, increased regulatory and compliance complexity,
talent and skills shortages, shifting global economic and competitive dynamics such as increased
protectionism and populism, and related geopolitical risks

Tel: +1-203-444-1268
slepeak@kpmg.com
Blog
KPMG’s Reality Check
Podcast series
KPMG’s Advice Worth Keeping
LinkedIn: Stan Lepeak
Twitter: EQSPNews

— Global business services usage and models, including shared services, process outsourcing and
automation, and cloud usage and leading practices across major back- (F&A, HR, IT, procurement,
supply chain), middle- and front-office functions
— Use of intelligent automation, data and analytics, and related technologies to create and exploit
“intelligent” business functions and to enable innovation and transformation and the “functionless”
organization
— Vertical industry and geographic trends and variations relative disruptive market trends and
technologies and their impact on enterprise transformation and innovation efforts.
Professional experience
— Thirty years’ experience in the business and IT services markets; led global research for leading
boutique sourcing advisory firm EquaTerra (acquired by KPMG in 2011) for 7 years. Prior to that,
worked for the META Group (acquired by Gartner in 2004) as VP and Research Director; had
executive roles on the vendor and provider side in software and services industries, as well as
positions in finance, accounting, and operations across several industries
— Noted commentator and frequent speaker on global business services and globalization and
business and IT enablers and disrupters
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Patrice Gilles
Managing Director, REFM
Professional and industry experience
Patrice is a managing director in KPMG’s Advisory Services practice, with more than 25 years of
international and domestic management advisory and business experience in Real Estate and Facilities
Management, supply chain, source-to-settle, and legal processes. Patrice holds responsibility for service
delivery to clients as well as business development in the Business and Financial Processes practice.
She leads the Real Estate and Facilities Management and the Procurement practices. Patrice’s clients
typically include those organizations looking to assess service delivery across multiple areas and/or
geographies of their support organizations.
Representative experience includes:
KPMG LLP
Dallas, TX

— Patrice led the Advisory team that evaluated and assisted in the definition of the solution, as well as
transition assistance at Verizon Communication

Tel: +1-214-840-6978
Cell +1-214-498-1553
pgilles@kpmg.com

— Patrice led the team to conduct an assessment of a global manufacturing global corporate facilities,
leading to an outsourcing decision

Representative clients
BC Hydro, Hydro One, JPMC, SAJO,
Colgate, Verizon, CGI, Schlumberger,
Unilever, Nestle, Chiquita, Walgreens,
UBS, Novartis
Languages
— English, French
Education, licenses and
certifications
License in Business Administration
(Major in International Affairs) from
Hautes Etudes Commerciales

— Patrice led the team to conduct an assessment of a major U.S. banking organization global
corporate facilities as well as the solution and transition support
— Patrice led the Advisory team that negotiated the outsourcing contract extension with Accenture for
the finance, HR, and customer care towers at BC Hydro. For the facilities management tower, she
led the assessment and, ultimately, the solution recommendation, saving an estimated 20 percent
savings and leading to service quality improvement. She also led the RFP development, service
provider evaluations, and negotiations of the IT tower
— For The Cleveland Clinic, Patrice led a team to conduct an assessment of their corporate and
medical facilities, as well as preparing the review of their current outsourcing contracts
— Patrice participated in the team that assisted GSK in their outsourcing efforts of their facilities
management
— Led the advisory team that assisted Unilever in the outsourcing of its global Source to Pay (S2P),
which included facilities management spend to IBM.; the effort covered the IT organization and their
global regions in North America, Latin America, and Asia Pacific
— Patrice led the team that assisted Nestlé in their shared services efforts for procurement, saving an
estimated $100 million
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Doug Burr
Director, REFM

KPMG LLP
San Francisco, CA
Cell +1-925-895-4747
dburr@kpmg.com
Function and specialization
Member of the Shared Services and
Outsourcing practice for Real Estate
and Facilities Management,
specializing in strategy, solution
support, implementation, optimization
and governance.
Professional associations
Corenet Global
Education, licenses and
certifications
— MBA, University of California,
Davis
— BS, University of California, Davis
— LEED AP
— CA Class

Professional and industry experience
Doug is an experienced adviser and leader of KPMG’s Real Estate and Facilities Management (REFM)
Outsourcing practice and has more than 18 years of outsourcing and consulting experience. He has a
strong background across the full life cycle of REFM sourcing, strategy, and improvement program
management experience. Doug’s current and past clients include some of the leading entities in the
financial services, pharmaceutical, technology, and manufacturing industries.
Representative experience includes:
— Led advising engagement for 15 pharmaceutical sites; $100 million annual FM outsourcing RFP, from
business case development to RFP creation and process management through negotiations and contract
finalization; services in scope include general office, laboratory and FDA-regulated space maintenance,
and site services; includes both contract consolidation and up to 100 head-count transfer
— Led advising engagement for $120 million annual FM outsourcing RFP from RFP development to
supplier selection for Indiana-based pharmaceutical client; included 12 million square feet of office,
lab, and FDA-regulated spaces; 200 employees in scope
— Led advising engagement for $10 million annual spend; 1 million square feet; REFM outsourcing
RFP, including office space, data centers, software, and chip laboratories; managed from business
case development to RFP through transition; achieved 25 percent total contract savings with five
employees transferred to service provider
— Managed $60 million annual FM spend and $100 million capital spend RFP for a global
telecommunications firm, from strategy development to contract signing; 12 million square feet, 300
office locations, and 1,200 retail locations in scope; 14 percent overall contract savings; services in
scope included Real Estate transactions and lease administration, strategic planning, FM services
and maintenance, capital delivery, and Project Management
— Advised global food manufacturer on service provider strategy development; includes facilitating
internal alignment workshop with 30 plant managers and strategy development workshop with key
procurement, engineering, and operations senior leaders
— Senior role and subject matter professional for a global drug and biotechnology firm seeking Oliver
Wight class “A” certification within their facilities maintenance function; project focused on
operational and benchmarking assessments of all sites; the deep dives included detailed diagnostics
of the organizations spending, contracting, organizational structure, business processes, and
technology solutions resulting in over $32 million in cumulative savings
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Clinton Fairbanks
Manager, REFM
Professional and industry experience
Clinton has over 15 years of outsourcing and advisory experience for client initiatives in the Americas,
EMEA, and APAC. He has experience in leading Real Estate and Facilities Management outsourcing
initiatives for global enterprises including pharmaceutical, healthcare, airline, and financial. His knowhow covers go-to-market strategy development, internal training and solutions development, supplier
identification support, transition and implementation, ongoing supplier governance, and transformation.

Representative experience includes:
His experience focuses on REFM with an understanding of complex internal and external regulations,
critical facilities including GMP, organizational change, and risk mitigation.
KPMG LLP
Salt Lake City, UT
Cell +1-801-560-1767
cfairbanks@kpmg.com
Function and specialization
Integrated Facilities Management
project management and transition
experience.
Education, licenses and
certifications
— MBA, Gore School of Business,
Westminster College
— BA, University of Utah
Languages
English, Japanese

— Most recently, led a FORTUNE 500 global financial firm through an Asia Pacific region-wide IFM
outsourcing initiative; the project included the consolidation and standardization of facilities
management services for 7 countries; conducted a comprehensive region-wide study on FM supplier
capabilities, guided the RFP development and supplier selection process; savings approximately 10
percent
— Lead a global consumer goods manufacturer through multi-region IFM transition; including the
transition of in-house staff and local suppliers to two integrated FM Suppliers spanning 30 countries
and 70 sites; implemented a standardized multi-wave transition plan, trained and monitor client
transition core team and act as the intermediary for the client and the FM supplier
— Served as the primary adviser and project manager for a five-country European FM outsourcing
initiative for a pharmaceutical client. The project included alignment on the go-to-market strategy,
RFP development, contract development, RFP administration, and supplier selection; implemented
an organizational/operational transformation initiative to take the client from a task-based to a
collaborative performance-based culture
— Served as Head of Transition and Transformation for extensive FM operations in Japan, Korea, and
Australia for a global financial firm; the project included validation of client baseline budgets,
recruitment, and transitioning of staff and operations to the new integrated facility management
supplier; a progressive approach from this project implemented on initiatives with other clients
include standardized transition and training process for both supplier and client transition team
members for another financial firm for operations in APAC and the Middle East, covering 25
countries
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible
for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities.
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular
individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such
information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act
upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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